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SUMMARY A 63-year-old man developed delayed cerebral radiation necrosis following radiotherapy to a nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Complete resolution of his neurological deficit resulted from corticosteroid therapy alone. Serial CT scans showed the disappearance of the patients’ mass lesion. The literature on cerebral necrosis following radiotherapy of extracranial neoplasms is reviewed with particular emphasis on management.

Delayed cerebral necrosis is an infrequent and often unrecognised sequel to therapeutic irradiation of extracranial neoplasms. This complication was first described by Fischer and Holfelder in 1930. Their patient developed delayed cerebral radiation necrosis seven years after irradiation of a basal cell carcinoma of the scalp. Subsequent case reports have described delayed cerebral radiation necrosis following radiotherapy for tumours of the scalp, 2–27 paranasal sinuses, 18–23 nasopharynx, 21 24–25 middle ear, 26 parotid gland, 21 27 and lacrimal gland. 21 28 The latency between the end of irradiation and the onset of clinical symptoms has varied from three months to 19 years. 7

In a previously normal brain delayed cerebral radiation necrosis usually manifests itself as a space occupying lesion, which may be difficult to distinguish from primary or metastatic cerebral tumour or from cerebral inflammatory disease such as abscess, focal encephalitis or vasculitis. Despite recognition of the problem, it continues to occur because: (1) “Safe” radiation thresholds have not been precisely established for cerebral tissue, (2) Individual tolerance of radiation is variable, (3) The threshold for injury may be lowered by concomitant chemotherapy, 29–30 hypertension, 31 or systemic illness, (4) Radiation dosage may deliberately exceed cerebral tissue tolerance in order to achieve an adequate therapeutic response.

Several authors have emphasised that, if left untreated, delayed cerebral radiation necrosis is usually irreversible, progressive, and often fatal. 32–33 Surgical excision of the necrotic tissue has been widely regarded as the treatment of choice. 14 21 33 34 Our case illustrates the potential value of primary corticosteroid therapy in delayed cerebral radiation necrosis.

Case report

A 63-year-old retired Libyan merchant presented in January 1980 with a three-month history of epistaxis. Subsequent investigation showed that he had a non-keratinising squamous carcinoma involving the left side of the postnasal space, with some erosion of the upper clivus and petrous apex. He was treated with radiotherapy, receiving 4270 rad to the tumour, in ten sessions, over 25 days. The two fields used (right lateral face, and left lateral face) were each 10 × 7 cm (fig. a and b). He remained well for two years, but then developed progressive bilateral visual failure. Ophthalmological examination revealed the presence of bilateral optic atrophy, and a diagnosis of radiation induced optic neuritis was made.

In May 1982, 28 months following the radiotherapy, he presented with a three-week history of right-sided headach, and progressive left-sided weakness. The positive findings on examination were: upper motor neuron left facial weakness, moderately severe pyramidal weakness of the left arm and leg, left homonymous hemianopia, and left sided sensory inattention. There was bilateral optic atrophy, and visual acuity was reduced to 6/36 on the left and 6/60 on the right. CT scan showed an extensive low density lesion in the right temporo-parietal area, with marked shift...
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Figure  (a) Diagram of radiation treatment portal (Field 1), (b) Isodose radiation curves, (c) CT scan showing an extensive area of low density with mass effect, extending beyond the treated volume, in the right temporo-parietal region, (d) CT scan showing a moderate degree of cerebral atrophy and resolution of the previously demonstrated low density mass.
of the ventricular system to the left, and little enhancement with contrast (fig, c). Right carotid angiography showed a normal right carotid system, with some shift of the anterior and middle cerebral vessels by an avascular temporoparietal mass. A clinical diagnosis of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis was made. The patient refused operation, and he was therefore treated symptomatically with dexamethasone, in an initial dose of 16 mg daily. He improved dramatically and within two weeks there was complete resolution of his right hemisphere neurological signs. He returned to Libya on a reducing course of dexamethasone, but returned for re-assessment in February 1983. At that time he was taking dexamethasone 1.5 mg twice daily. Detailed neurological examination revealed persistent optic atrophy and impaired visual acuity, but no other abnormal signs. A repeat CT scan showed a moderate degree of cerebral atrophy. The previous noted space-occupying lesion was no longer shown (fig, d).

Discussion

A review of the literature has revealed 39 cases of delayed cerebral necrosis with mass effect, following irradiation of extra-cranial neoplasms. Thirty-five of these patients underwent craniotomy, and in 26 cases, the mass of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis was excised. Three patients underwent diagnostic biopsy without radical removal of the lesion. In the remaining six cases, details of the operative procedure are uncertain. Three patients were left untreated and all of them died of their neurological complications, within three years. One patient was managed with chemotherapy and further radiotherapy. Steroid treatment was used in the management of only five cases. In four of these, surgical resection of the mass of cerebral necrosis was also undertaken. The case of Eyster et al is the first reported instance of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis in which corticosteroid therapy was attempted. This patient had a right frontal lobectomy followed by dexamethasone. His condition deteriorated abruptly when the steroid therapy was discontinued after three months, but he recovered quickly when dexamethasone was restarted. He remained well during the subsequent three years of follow up. Littmann's case is similar, in that a pre-frontal lobectomy was followed by dexamethasone therapy for three months, with improvement in the patient's condition. The case of Quieroz and Da Cruz Neto required massive doses of dexamethasone to control his neurological symptoms, after right temporal lobectomy. This patient died of gastro-intestinal haemorrhage. Kusske et al reported a patient whose deficit improved following resection of 50% of the right frontal lobe. Prior to surgery dexamethasone had alleviated the patient's symptoms. In the case of

Martins et al, biopsy of the lesion was performed, without radical surgical resection. This patient was maintained on dexamethasone 4 mg per day for six months. He was followed for 30 months and remained well, apart from mild cognitive impairment.

Our case illustrates three important points with regard to the management of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis. Firstly, a working diagnosis of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis can sometimes be made from the clinical picture, together with the CT scan and angiographic findings, without subjecting the patient to cerebral biopsy. Secondly, a large mass of necrosis can resolve without surgery. Thirdly, corticosteroids can have a valuable primary therapeutic role in the treatment of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis.

The pathogenesis of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis remains uncertain, but most workers consider that the first stage is a barrier disorder of small blood vessels, resulting from endothelial injury. There is insudation of plasma proteins into the vessel wall, and the damaged vessels may undergo acute fibrinoid necrosis. As a result of this primary microvascular disorder there is accumulation of extracellular oedema and necrosis of brain parenchyma. White matter is selectively damaged with relative preservation of cortex, presumably because of the latter's more abundant blood supply. Histological examination reveals coagulative necrosis and cavitation of white matter, together with fibrinoid necrosis and thrombus formation in small vessels and resultant luminal occlusion. In addition the small vessels show medial fibrosis and adventitial proliferation and there is frequently perivascular accumulation of homogeneous fibrinoid material. Glial overgrowth occurs in relation to foci of necrosis. The beneficial effects of steroids may result primarily from the restoration of the endothelial junctions within the cerebral micro-vasculature and consequent reduction in cerebral oedema.

Surgical resection of symptomatic foci of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis may be necessary in some cases. However, when the clinical evidence favours a diagnosis of delayed cerebral radiation necrosis and the risk of intra-cranial spatial decompensation is small, a trial of steroid therapy may alleviate the patient's symptoms and make craniotomy unnecessary. Further experience with steroids is required, for a better assessment of their usefulness in this rare condition.
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